
Meeting Report

May 18, 2017

Eighteen members attended the meeting.   

Items discussed were:

Ancient Forest Field Trip

There were a dozen participants.  Everything went very smoothly, especially the weather - although it 
might be raining on our way to a photo site, the rain stopped before we got there every time.  

We visited lots of good photography places, including Rearguard Falls, Overlander Falls and the Mount
Robson Tourist Information Centre, all within a few kilometres of each other and all worth a stop; and 
the Ancient Forest, with its giant cedars and extensive network of boardwalks (kudos to all the 
volunteers who have done so much work on the site).  

We can also recommend the Caribou Grill in Valemount – good food in an attractive facility.

Upcoming Photo Outings

• Farwell Canyon, Saturday, June 17, 2017
• Larry's Place, Saturday, June 24, 2017

The Secret Door Gallery, Brambles Bakery and Cafe, Merritt

We now have dates and times for our exhibition/showing in the Secret Door Gallery at Brambles 
Bakery and Cafe (https://www.bramblesbakery.com/), 2151 Quilchena Ave, Merritt, phone 
250.378.6655.  You can find out more about the Secret Door Gallery and Recent Shows here. 

Set up will take place from 1 PM on Friday, June 9, 2017.  There will be a formal opening of the 
exhibition/showing on Friday, beginning at 7 PM and running until about 9:30 PM.  Complimentary 
snacks will be served, there will be a cash bar, and a local guitarist will play throughout the evening 
(and will pass the hat for donations).

There is about 50 feet of total wall space which can be used to hang framed pictures, some 32 of which 
is equipped with a picture bar and hanging wires, so multiple framed pictures can be hung, one about 
the other.  

So far 10 members have confirmed their participation (Bell, Chambers, Citra, Freed, Hemingway, 
Hopp, Isaac, Nesjan, Pavlik, Wolfe), with another two as possibles.  
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https://www.facebook.com/Cassandradolen.ca/photos/a.305949102809981.71655.131379360266957/1187409671330582/?type=3
https://www.bramblesbakery.com/


Those who intend to show should count on there being room for no more than five framed pictures, and
perhaps less depending upon size and how everything will be fitted in.  Each framed picture must 
have a picture wire for hanging, as well as something to prevent it moving out of level if 
disturbed.

We will post a little blurb about the Bridge Lake Photo Group.  In addition, each presenter should post 
a bit of personal information, and each of their pictures should have a tag with the name of the 
photographer, information about the photo (e.g. Title, location, any interesting facts), and a price to 
purchase.

Questions were asked about:

• can someone purchase and take away a picture right away?  Or do the pictures have to remain 
until the end of the show?
◦ Brief answer: we think anyone should be able to buy and take away a picture, sold as is; 

Derek will follow up to get more information about who handles the purchase etc.
◦ Photographers might want to keep a couple of photographs in reserve to fill any blank 

spaces.
• It was recommended that every photo have some sort of sticker on the back attesting to its 

authenticity (google “Certificate of Authenticity”) and contact information for the 
photographer.

The Exhibition/Show will close and be taken down on Wednesday, July 12, 2017.

We looked at 55 photos, provided by: AnnMarie Brown, Bill Melnychuk, Gloria Melnychuk, Nigel 
Hemingway, Daryl Bell, Dawn Caldwell, Derek Chambers, Diane Hopp, Doug Boyce, Marilyn 
Niemiec, Peggie Freed, and Sue Wolfe.   There was considerable discussion about each, with 
suggestions for further editing for a number.  All the photos can be found under Recent Photos on the 
BLPG website (http://bridgelakephotogroup.com ) as well as on each photographer's showcase page.

Because of the extensive discussion during the showing of the photos, there was no time for video 
watching.

Next meeting: Thursday, June 8, 2017 (Note change of date).
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Secret Door Gallery: A Previous Opening 

http://bridgelakephotogroup.com/

